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Q1 Question: Workflow use case example

Can you give several example use cases that workflows would support?

Answer: 1. Department specific task tracking.  Multiple tasks can be entered into a tracking system

allowing for task assignment to personnel.  By completing tasks, the overall project is moved forward to

the next task either through automation or notification.  Once all of the tasks are completed, the

workflow ends.

2. Construction project.  Multiple departments can be assigned tasks to complete their required portions

of a larger project.  All personnel can track the workflow to see what step the overall project is on.  For

example, road work.  The engineering team enters a project regarding new road construction.  Once

those tasks are complete, the water team can be notified that it is time to begin work on underground

utilities.  Once their work is done, streets is notified to begin work on paving.  Along the way, each

department including administration can run reports showing how much time was spent on each task,

and what step the overall project is on at the moment.  This should also track timelines and deadlines to

completion for the overall project.

3. Employee onboarding.  The HR team creates a new workflow for employee onboarding.  They would

have their own tasks to complete within the HR department.  Once their tasks are complete, the

workflow would move forward to other departments.  For example, the next step in the workflow would

be IT entering the employee into the computer systems.  Next, fleet would assign the new employee a

vehicle, etc.  Once all departments move through their tasks, the workflow is complete.

To summarize, the idea of a workflow is more a progression of tasks throughout the overall process.
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Q2 Question: Managed projects

What % of projects to be managed in the system are construction or infrastructure related?

Answer: The estimated % of projects to be managed in the system that are construction or

infrastructure related would be less than 50% when compared to the total number of projects managed

in the system.  We anticipate the Project Management Software to be utilized by many departments for

many different workflows.  This would include internal project management on the administration side

such as IT, HR, and Finance as well as construction or infrastructure related projects.
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Q3 Question: ERP integrations

What ERP integrations are envisioned?

Answer: Although not necessary, it would be beneficial for the ability to link Project Management

software with an ERP system.  For example, tracking the internal processes and workflows required to

onboard an employee could be automatically started when a new employee is entered into the HR

portion of an ERP system.  Or, portions of the budget workflow (list of to-do items) could be

automatically progressed when dates and requirements for the annual budgeting process are entered

into the Finance portion of the ERP.
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